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Eleonor Amora Marklund is an internationally
acclaimed expert in energy healing, best-selling
author, and founder of House of Sovereignty.
Eleonor has been clairvoyant since birth and went
through hell and back in the process to
understand and master her profound gifts. 

With firsthand experience and understanding that
lighting a candle and praying for love and light
just doesn’t cut it for anyone looking to get real
about their physic and spiritual mastery, Eleonor
embarked on a pathway to help other attuned
individuals to master their gifts, control their
energy fields, and become experts at psychic self-
defence.

Now highly esteemed as the forefront coach for
spiritual warriors known as Indigos, Eleonor is
globally renowned for her groundbreaking work in
esotericism. Her mission is to connect a global
community of spiritual rebels and show them that
the true path to power comes when you operate
from a state of complete sovereignty and personal
mastery over their energy field. She supports her
proteges to break free from limiting belief
systems, and empowers them to heal and rise
above the challenges - no more giving away
power, no more feeding psychic predators, and no
more believing that they’re small and helpless.
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your energy field,
you can control your life.



As a psychic multidimensional medium, and acclaimed energy
healer, Eleonor’s gifts enable her to provide deep insight into your
auric field, physic abilities, and reincarnation journey. She takes the
magnitude of your soul mission seriously, using her exclusive
techniques to give them customized practices and accelerate their
empowerment.

Eleonor Amora is an internationally acclaimed expert in energy
healing and the forefront coach for spiritual warriors known as
Indigos. As an oracle, shadow worker, and kick-ass physic, Eleonor
sees exactly what’s standing between you and your authentic,
profound liberation - and she can help you overcome it.





Even with a great idea and writing ability, the path to becoming a published
author can feel long, scary and lonely. There is no reason for you to travel that
path alone. The Publishing House of Sovereignty can provide you with the
support, guidance, and resources you need to make your dream of a best-
seller a reality!

Services

As an expert on revolutionary consciousness, Eleonor provides private
coaching for a select handful of clients. Those who know beyond a shadow of
a doubt that they’re here to change the world. And those who can’t stand to
spend another moment idly lighting candles and hoping that if they just focus
on love and light, eventually change will come.

As a legally sovereign citizen, I know first-hand the work involved to attain
true freedom - both the legal AND the energy work. Open by invitation only,
the Tribe of Sovereignty offers bespoke, customised mentorship from legal
referrals to the inner energy work required to truly become sovereign in life.



MEDIA INQUIRIES
Eleonor Amora has a dedicated media team. 
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